NATE ZELINSKY AND HIS CORPORATION TIGHTLINE OUTDOORS
ARE A 360 DEGREE PLATFORM FOR OUTDOOR PROMOTIONS,
ENGAGEMENT, AND BRAND INFLUENCE!

WWW.TIGHTLINEOUTDOORS.COM • TIGHTLINEOUTDOORS@GMAIL.COM

M 303.947.8327 • O 720.775.7770 • P.O. BOX 278, CASTLE ROCK, CO 80104

NATHAN ZELINSKY AND TIGHTLINE OUTDOORS
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL 360˚ ENGAGEMENT

Nathan Zelinsky and Tightline Outdoors have National and Regional engagement through Print,
Web, Social Media, TV, Radio, Guiding, Tournaments, Seminars, and Fishing Schools. Regionally,
Nathan and Tightline Outdoors was awarded “Partner of the Year” by the Colorado Parks and
Wildlife for all of Nathan’s conservation efforts.
Nathan Zelinsky and his corporation are involved on so many levels that we truly create relationships
with our audience. Our National footprint allows us to make the introduction and our Grass Roots
commitments of seminars, guiding, and social media allow us to have that personal connection.

WEB AND SOCIAL MEDIA

Nathan Zelinsky extremely involved in the social media world through Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube.
Nathan personally posts promotions and ads through his Tightline Outdoors pages. He also does a lot of live
hits through these channels including “in-the-field” live spots and “in-studio” live spots. These live spots
receive thousands of views.
In a one hour “in-the-field” live spot Nathan’s posts receive 80k to 100k views and in a half hour “in-studio”
live spot he receives 30k views. The live hits are titled “Tightline Live”. Nathan uses software called Live
Stream which allows him to play commercials and/or edited pieces on the live stream spots.

NATHAN ZELINSKY AND TIGHTLINE OUTDOORS
DIGITAL STRATEGIES

CAPTURE

ENGAGE

INFLUENCE

NEW FOR 2020! Tightline Outdoors and The Ice Addiction Tournament Series is adding one
more key element to keep your brand in top. We are now engaging with our consumers in a
direct line of communication through EMAIL/SMS opportunities. We are utilizing a database of
11,000 contacts (that number growing daily) to answer your questions, provide key and valuable
information to increase sales. This will provide measurable opportunity and create smarter and
more efficacy ways of marketing. We engage with the consumer via surveys, educational and
entertaining video content, and SMS messaging. Let us help you grow you brand and stay on top!

ASK TO SEE MY FULL DIGITAL STRATEGY OUTLINE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

NATHAN ZELINSKY PROMOTIONS
IN PRINT Nathan is involved with information, writing, and
how-to’s with In-Fisherman Magazine, Colorado Outdoors Magazine,
and Coastal Angler Magazine. Writing grows my name and allows me
to direct people to websites and videos in which I do promotions.
RADIO

Nathan hosts a segment of The Fan Outdoors
radio show every Saturday at 10am. This program has a large
following in the Denver Metro area.

TV

Nathan Zelinsky films 3 to 5 shows a year on average in
the Western states. Nathan films with national hosts including
Jarrett Edwards with Jarrett Edwards Outdoors, Chad LaChance
with Fishful Thinker, Tom McMillan with Tom’s Wildlife, and
In-Fisherman TV.

GUIDING Grass Roots Engagement

In 2001, Nathan started guiding fishing at the age of 18.
Between Nathan and the guides at Tightline Outdoors,
Nathana operates around 1,000 guided fishing trips in
Colorado each year. This is a massive platform where
Nathan has one-on-one interaction with customers.

SEMINARS

Nathan currently speaks at many sport shows and
retail events and has the opportunity to weave different brands into
many of his presentations. Nathan speaks at the following shows and
retail events annually. These are 2 to 4 day shows and Nathan
presents daily.
International Sportsman Exposition (ISE)
ISE - Denver • ISE - Salt Lake City • St. Paul Ice Show
Bass Pro Spring Classic - Denver • Bass Pro Fall Classic- Denver
Bass Pro Ice Fishing Expo - Denver • Colorado State Parks Fishing Expo - Denver
State Parks Regional Spring Expo - Denver

TOURNAMENTS Nathan fishes several tournaments each year. This is a
platform that includes many anglers and through pre-fishing and the
tournament it allows Nathan the opportunity to interact and talk about his
brands and the brands he represents.

Promotion of your brand is available through all of these entities provided by Nathan Zelinsky.

2020 ICE FISHING TOURNAMENT SERIES

Ice Addiction is a winter Ice Fishing Tournament Series that consists of 3 to 5
events covering 2 to 3 states each winter. We move the series around to different
venues to keep it fresh and fair. If we have smaller venues (parking lot size at the
lake) we generally have 750 to 1,000 anglers in attendance per event and host more
events. If we have events at larger venues we can hold up 1,500 people and host
fewer events. This is the largest ice fishing series in the world.

NATHAN ZELINSKY AND TIGHTLINE OUTDOORS
ICE FISHING SCHOOL

Education is the simplest and best way to become successful. Colorado alone is seeing roughly 22% to
27% growth of new anglers per year. This is one of the fastest growing sports in history. With that growth,
education is key to keep these new anglers hooked on the sport. I have a school that educates anglers on a
specific species of fish. This school runs 20 students a week. Each student spends 3 hours in a classroom
and 4 hours on the ice.

NATHAN ZELINSKY AND TIGHTLINE OUTDOORS
NON-PROFIT AND VOLUNTEER EFFORTS
On both the fishing and hunting side Nathan donates roughly $5,000 in guided trips to various
military groups. Nathan donates multiple days to the Denver Police Activity League program. This
program is dedicated to taking underprivileged youth and inner city youth into the outdoors and
promoting the sports of hunting and fishing. Nathan also supports and participates in Joseph’s
Journey, a program that takes youth with terminal illnesses on dream outdoors experiences.
Nathan donates to the following conservation groups as well: CWA, DU, RMEF, SCI and TU.

NATHAN ZELINSKY WITH TIGHTLINE OUTDOORS
REFERENCES
Nate Zelinsky and his 360 degree platform of promotion, engagement, and inﬂuence
has proven itself time and time again. Many inﬂuencers have one or two channels of
communication. As you can see in this bio, Nate has all of the communication channels of
promotion developed and highly functional! Reach out to us for details on a partnership!
Please feel free to contact our references below.

BOWTECH BRANDS
(610) 496-5133 • TIMGLOMB@GMAIL.COM

MARK KITE
SUN HONDA
(303) 287-7566
MIKE@SUNPOWERSPORTS.COM

VAUGHN PETERSON

BRIAN FRICK

TIM GLOMB
DIRECTOR DIGITAL STRATEGY

STORE MANAGER

BASS PRO SHOPS DENVER
(720) 385-3600
VGPETERSON@BASSPRO.COM

VP MANAGEMENT SUPERVISOR OF MAREKTING TEAM

FORD
(303) 382-2420 • DIRECTOR DIGITAL STRATEGY
BRIAN.FRICK@GTB.COM

Thank you for your time!
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